
UCM Cloud is part of Cisco’s Cloud Calling portfolio powered by
Cisco’s collaboration technology. This service offers voice, video,
messaging, meeting, and mobility solutions with the features and
benefits of Cisco IP phones, mobile devices, and desktop clients.
 
UCM Cloud is ideal for customers with 1,000+ users. In addition,
UCM Cloud is an ideal solution for UCM customers who want to
migrate to a cloud solution with their existing Cisco phones,
video infrastructure and Cisco Jabber® client experience, in
order to deliver the same end-user and admin experience for
employees. For most businesses, cloud-based Unified
Communications is the key to workforce transformation.
 
ATSG can handle all of the complex challenges that can make
migrating to the Cloud a challenge such as:

Enterprise-Grade Cloud Calling and
Collaboration

Third-party applications and business system
integrations
Geographically-dispersed organizations with
multiple PSTN partners
Having the right infrastructure in place for
high availability and performance
Compliance and security requirements

The ATSG Unified Communications Manager Cloud
(UCM Cloud) solution is built upon Cisco certified
infrastructure and provides enterprise-grade cloud
calling and team collaboration offered through a
flexible subscription model. This  solution provides
your business with a smooth migration from on
premises deployments to the cloud at your pace.

 Unified Communications Manager Cloud 
(UCM Cloud)

Unified Communications

Accelerate the transition to 
the Cloud and enable a highly
productive digital workforce

Enjoy the latest UCM and
collaboration features, delivered
from the Cloud
Reduced hardware, software,
maintenance, support and power
costs
Enables your IT team to focus on
more strategic initiatives
Customer success-focused
deployment and managed services
from ATSG
Deploy Webex Calling alongside
UCM Cloud to meet specific
business or geographical needs
Simplify procurement with a Cisco
Collaboration Flex Plan
Take advantage of generous trade-
in incentives and migration
programs
Minimize disruption with familiar
Cisco user experiences
Re-use your existing Cisco
endpoints and infrastructure
Continue with your existing PSTN
service agreements and gateways



UCM Cloud: Powered by ATSG

ATSG will streamline your move to the cloud and
avoid a long, costly and difficult transition. As a Gold
Cisco-certified and Master Collaboration partner,
ATSG can deliver UCM Cloud to provide a unified
calling experience across all your office locations.
 
Our UCM Cloud solution provides you with
comprehensive and flexible unified communications
services that ensure the ongoing success of your
communications and collaboration requirements.
 
You will benefit from a dedicated private instance
(certified by Cisco) in the Cloud that’s  planned,

 delivered, and managed by ATSG. UCM Cloud also
works with other Webex collaboration services to
meet the needs of your entire business—from your
headquarters to branch offices, mobile, and remote
workers.
 
As a tech-enabled managed services company,
ATSG has been recognized by Cisco as a Cloud and
Managed Services Master Partner, as well as a
Cisco UCM Cloud Partner. With our two decades of
operating history and our hands-on experience,
we’ve become a trusted advisor and a best-in-class
partner to our customers.

Features of the UCM Cloud Service

Dedicated private instance per enterprise customer 

Familiar UCM feature set and consistent user experience 

Enterprise calling features with on-net media optimization 

Enhanced emergency call handling features 

Survivable telephony via redundant, localized call

processing 

Integration support with third-party applications like

Microsoft Office 365, Salesforce, Singlewire, etc.

Allows for a service provider co-branding calling experience 

Calling subscriptions for telephony users and common

areas 

Webex Teams and Cisco Jabber® included for every user 

ATSG provides and integrates PSTN via central breakout

and/or Local Breakout (LBO) with Survivable Remote Site

Telephony (SRST)



Mobility
Use Jabber, Teams, and Unified

Mobility to get a mobile experience
that improves productivity inside and

outside the office.

Integrations
Support with third-party applications
like Microsoft Office 365, Salesforce,

Singlewire, etc.

Integrated Messaging
A secure and scalable unified

messaging and voicemail solution
with access from your email inbox,

Cisco Jabber or Cisco Teams,
smartphone, or tablet with simple

administration

Instant Messaging
View presence and securely

exchange instant messages between
individuals or groups using the

Jabber or Teams messaging clients.

Cloud Migration
With enterprise-grade private cloud
calling and collaboration solutions,

businesses get a simplified migration
path for existing on-premises

deployments.
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All the Cloud Capabilities a Business Needs

Voice & Video
Get enterprise-class call control,

session management, voice, video,
messaging, mobility, and

conferencing services that are
scalable, customizable, and reliable.

Whether you are just starting this journey or in the process, please call your
ATSG account executive or (929) 243-5397 to schedule a consultation.


